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October 7th -- “Freedom Festival” to take the place of the Gulf coast 
National Shrimp Fest 
COVID-19 continues to take its toll across Alabama. Health care providers report 
the number of hospitalizations appears to be easing. If true, that’s the good 
news. The bad news along the Alabama Gulf coast is that it’s too late to save the 
National Shrimp Festival. Organizers of the Gulf Shores event called it off for the 
second year in a row. The decision left some area residents feeling it was time 
for a celebration anyway. APR’s Guy Busby reports
Runs 7:05, 7:51 am, 4:51 pm

October 14th-- Alabamians and their doctors deal with "long COVID" 
Alabama is still dealing with the Delta variant of COVID-19. The more contagious 
coronavirus strain first swept through the Gulf Coast in July and August. It then 
spread to the rest of Alabama. Delta hospitalizations in Alabama peaked last 
month with almost 3,000 patients. COVID-19 numbers are declining in most parts 
of Alabama, but there are many left with lingering symptoms called long-COVID. 
Up to 30% of COVID-19 patients develop “long COVID” symptoms. That’s 
defined as symptoms that last more than three months after the acute illness. 
The statistics tell only part of the story. Long-COVD is so new there are few 
medical answers and that’s a frustration for both doctors and patients. APR’s 
Lynn Oldshue reports
Runs 7:49, 7:51 am, 4:51 pm

October 21st-- How COVID-19 is hitting close-knit rural Alabama 
COVID-19 swept through the rural communities in Alabama just like the larger 
cities. But there were fewer options for medical care in sparsely populated places 
in the State. And there are fewer people to provide that help. Over 23 percent of 
Alabamians live in rural areas with limited access to hospitals and health clinics. 
Most of Alabama’s 54 rural counties are facing shortages in primary care. A town 
like Chatom may have a hospital. But if a patient needs a specialist and one isn’t 
available, that means travel to a bigger city for treatment and surgery. We sat 
down with healthcare providers at Washington County Hospital to talk about how 
the staff and the community of Chatom keeps coming together during the 
pandemic. APR’s Lynn Oldshue reports
Runs 7:05, 7:51, 4:51

October 27th- “Redistricting Special Session”



The Alabama legislature is meeting for another special session. This time 
lawmakers will be looking at redrawing voting maps for upcoming elections. 
Critics of the plan are preparing for a court battle even before the GOP majority 
puts pen to paper. A-P-R’s Stan Ingold has this look into what legislators are 
facing as the special session gets underway.
Runs 5:38, 7:45am, 4:45pm 

October 28th- “Halloween Spending in 2021” 
Halloween is just around the corner and the holiday falls on a Sunday. That could 
make for a busy night for trick or treating this year. The Centers for Disease 
Control is green lighting the Halloween fun this year. But healthcare providers are 
still suggesting masks and social distancing. The scariest thing this Halloween 
might not be the ghosts, ghouls or goblins. It might be checking your bank 
account after buying all of those holiday items. APR’s Baillee Majors has more on 
reports that Halloween 2021 could be bigger than ever. 
Runs 4:17, 7:45am, 4:45pm 

November 4th- “EJI Narrative”
Alabama’s state school board voted last month to essentially ban what’s called 
Critical Race Theory. The seven to two vote codifies a policy that stops 
educators from teaching anything that involves the oppression of others due to 
their race. It also prevents classroom discussion of fault or anguish related to that 
oppression. Critics say the decision prevents any mention of slavery or 
segregation that still harms the African American community. APR’s Caroline 
Vincent explains how one museum in Alabama is working to spell out the impact 
of slavery in the U.S.
Runs 7:29, 7:51am, 4:51pm

November 11th- “ALEA Inclusive Training”
Alabama law officers are being trained to do more than snap on handcuffs. The 
state’s Law Enforcement Agency is leading the nation on educating officers on 
dealing with people with sensory disabilities. ALEA is the first state police 
department in the U.S. to have all of its officers certified in sensory-inclusive 
practices. APR’s Baillee Majors shows us what that looks like and how other 
agencies are implementing similar practices.
Runs 3:19, 7:45am, 4:45pm

November 23rd-“November Holiday Spending in 2021”
The holiday shopping season is officially underway. And there’s a push to buy 
early to check items off your gift list. APR’s Baillee Majors explains local shops 
are also looking to cash in this November and December.
Runs 2:40, 7:45am, 4:45pm

December 1st- “Abortion Part 1: SCOTUS Case”



The U.S. Supreme Court will hear argument today in a challenge to a Mississippi 
law that bans almost all abortions after the 15th week of pregnancy. This could 
change health care in Alabama and across the country. APR’s Baillee Majors 
looked at both sides of the case. She starts with the director of operations at an 
abortion clinic in Tuscaloosa
Runs 4:23, 7:45am, 4:45pm

December 8th-- Supporters want to add Africatown and the Clotilda to 
Alabama's Civil Rights Trail
Alabama’s Civil Rights Trail takes visitors to sites around the state where people 
struggled for equality and social justice. Names associated with the current trail 
included Rosa Parks and Doctor Martin Luther King, junior. But now, supporters 
say a new site should be included. It’s a spot with roots going back almost a 
century before the Montgomery Bus Boycott and the letters from the Birmingham 
jail. APR’s Guy Busby reports.
Runs 7:38 7:51 am, 4:51 pm

December 9th-- Baldwin County farming families try to preserve their way of 
life as the region grows 
Baldwin County is one of the fastest-growing metropolitan areas in the country. 
It’s also considered the fastest-growing county in Alabama. The 2020 U.S 
Census data shows Baldwin’s population has jumped by over twenty seven 
percent since 2010. That means over two hundred more residents call Baldwin 
County home. This means plenty of growing pains for the people who live along 
Alabama’s Eastern Shore. APR spoke with some Baldwin County residents who 
remember the good old days, and how they’re dealing with a changing world. 
APR’s Lynn Oldshue reports.
Runs 7:57, 7:51 am 4:51 pm

December 12th- “Lighting the Way”
The Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma was the site of one of the key moments in 
the Civil Rights Movement. Over six hundred voting rights marchers were 
attacked by police and deputized citizens in March of 1965 as they attempted to 
cross the bridge. The attack became known the world over as “Bloody Sunday.” 
The bridge is a national historic landmark and there is an effort underway to 
make it look the part. A-P-R’s Stan Ingold has this look at the effort to light up the 
Edmund Pettus Bridge
Runs 5:49, 7:45am, 4:45pm



December 16th- “Abortion Part 2: Access and Alternatives”
The U.S. Supreme Court is currently taking up a case that could alter abortion 
access. This could change part of the medical landscape in Alabama. Pro-choice 
supporters in the State are already preparing for what may be a world after Roe v 
Wade. APR’s Baillee Majors looks at the state’s current abortion laws and 
alternatives to the medical procedure. 
Runs 3:30, 7:45am, 4:45pm

December 22nd-- Mobile city leaders plan to reverse population slump 

Recently on Alabama Public Radio, we reported on how Baldwin County is 
dealing with rampant population growth. In neighboring Mobile, they have the 
opposite problem. The population has declined steadily over the past 60 years. 
Mobile Mayor Sandy Stimpson is just starting his third term in office. And dealing 
with the city’s dwindling population is on the agenda.
Runs 5:58, 7:51 am, 4:51 pm


